3-WHEEL SIT-DOWN

COUNTERBALANCED TRUCK
MODEL 4450
For operations requiring a multi-purpose lift truck, the Raymond ® Model 4450 3-wheel sit-down
counterbalanced truck delivers productivity, efficiency and enhanced performance for a variety of applications.
Designed for smooth transport of products and stacking of pallets, the Model 4450 is suited for a variety of
applications and is available in capacities up to 4,000-lbs.
The Model 4450 delivers outstanding maneuverability and features speed reduction during cornering,
mast dampening for improved load handling, and wide steer tire placement to enhance truck stability
and performance.

3-WHEEL SIT-DOWN COUNTERBALANCED MODEL 4450
PRODUCTIVITY »
Designed to deliver increased productivity and efficiency with every pallet move, the Raymond Model 4450 brings you
quick-response steering and smooth hydraulics for more precise load control. Its ACR System™ delivers powerful AC
drive and lift for longer battery life, less downtime and reduced cost of ownership. And the choice of 36-volt or 48-volt
configurations provides the power needed for your operation, and allows for battery commonality with your existing
fleet. Intelligent steering control makes tight spaces easier to navigate while optional high-intensity work lights keep your
operation running smoothly in low-light conditions. Operators have a clear line of sight to the load for increased efficiency
and reduced product damage.

ERGONOMICS »
Superior ergonomics and quiet operation improve operator comfort on the Model 4450. Featuring intuitive controls, including
a steer tiller knob for enhanced control while operating hydraulic functions with the other hand, and a roomy, easy-to-access,
comfortable compartment, the Model 4450 puts your operators first. The convenient, ergonomic tilt steering wheel is
included as standard equipment, as is the semisuspension seat that adjusts for back tilt, operator weight and lumbar support
for superior comfort.

MAINTENANCE »
Built to endure serious workloads day-in and day-out, the Model 4450 is designed with fewer wearable parts for lower
overall maintenance costs. Its battery can be conveniently removed from either side or from the slotted overhead guard,
allowing for vertical extraction. Oil-cooled disc brakes reduce heat and wear, and significantly reduce both the cost and
downtime associated with routine brake maintenance. Finally, Raymond's exclusive ACR System has fewer moving parts
and easier diagnostics to further reduce maintenance costs and downtime.

VERSATILITY
Optional fingertip hydraulic controls and bidirectional floor-mounted travel pedals allow you to match the performance to
the operator’s skill level in order to improve productivity through versatility. Attachments such as fork positioners, carton
clamps and slip sheets serve varied load-handling requirements. And to meet the needs of refrigerated warehousing
applications, the Model 4450 is also available with cold storage conditioning.

The roomy, comfortable operator compartment
includes intuitive controls, and the semisuspension
seat adjusts for back tilt, operator weight and
lumbar support for superior comfort.
Due to continuous product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.
Some systems and features shown are optional at extra cost. ACR System and Raymond are U.S. trademarks of
The Raymond Corporation.
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The Model 4450 delivers excellent visibility for
efficient load handling.

